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ABSTRACT

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) radiometer brightness

temperature data in the 85 GHz channel (T85) reveal distinct local minima in a regional map con-

taining a Mesoscale Convective System (MCS). This is because of relatively small footprint size

(~ 5.5 kin) and strong extinction properties in this channel of the TMI. A map of rain rate for that

region, deduced from simultaneous measurements made by the Precipitation Radar (PR) on board

the TRMM satellite, reveals that these T85 minima, produced by scattering, correspond to local PR

rain maxima. Utilizing the PR rain rate map as a guide, we infer from TMI data the presence of three

different kinds of thunderstorms or Cbs. They are young, mature, and decaying Cbs that have a scale

of about 20 km on the average. Two parameters enable us to infer these three kinds of Cbs objec-

tively: a) the magnitude of scattering depression deduced from local T85 minima and b) the mean

horizontal gradient of T85 around such minima. Knowing the category of a given Cb, we can esti-

mate the rain rate associated with it. Such estimation is done with the help of relationships linking

T85 minimum to rain rate in each Cb type. Similarly, a weak background rain rate in all the areas

where T85 is less than 260 K is deduced with another relationship linking T85 to rain rate. In our

rain retrieval model, this background rain constitutes the stratiforrn rain where the Cbs are absent.

Initially, these relationships are optimized or tuned utilizing the PR and TMI data of a few MCS

events. After such tuning, the model is applied to independent MCS cases. The areal distribution of

light (1-10 mmhrl), moderate (10-20 mmhrl), and intense (> 20 mmhr _) rain rates are retrieved

satisfactorally. Accuracy in the estimates of the light, moderate and intense rain areas and the mean

rain rates associated with such areas in these independent MCS cases is on the average about 15%.

Taking advantage of this ability of our retrieval method, one could derive the latent heat input into

the atmosphere over the 760 km wide swath of the TMI radiometer in the tropics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several microwave radiative-transfer rain re-

trieval models (e.g., Wu and Weinman, 1984;

Kummerow et al., 1989; Smith and Mugnai,

1992; and Prabhakara et al., 1995) have taken

into consideration microwave scattering by

dense solid ice particles, which are generally

associated with convective clouds. However,

Schols et al. (1999) indicate that in order to

explain satellite-borne Special Sensor Micro-

wave Imager (SSM/I) _brightness temperature

data associated with stratiform precipitation

produced by laimbostratus clouds, radiative

properties of frozen and melting ice aggregates

(snow) with low density have to be considered.

Otherwise, a significant uncertainty in estimation

of such stratiform rain rates from SSM/I data

will result. In order to objectively sense dense

ice particles (frozen rain drops and graupel) or

less dense ice particles (frozen and melting ice

aggregates), a spectral signature is needed from

the microwave radiometer data. Such a distinct

signature is missing in the limited information

contained in the dual-polarization, multispectral

SSM/I data (Schols et al., 1995; Prabhakara et

al., 1998). This is because measurements in all

the channels of this instrument have a high

degree of redundency. In the appendix, we

demonstrate this point with measurements made

by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

(TRMM): Microwave Imager (TMI) radiometer.
This lack of information in the microwave

radiometer data can lead to significant errors in

rain retrievals that are based solely on radiative

transfer theory.

1 Radiometer of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)

that has 19, 37, and85 GHz channels in dual polarization and a 22 GHz

channel in vertical polarizatiorL This radiometer observes the Earth's

surface and atmosphere in a conical scan with an incidence angle of

- 50" (for more details see Hollinger et al., 1985).

2 Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission. On board the TRMM satellite,

there is the cross-track-scanning Precipitation Radar (PR) and the

conical-scanning TRMM Microwave Imoger (TMI) (see Simpson et al.,

1996).

This problem associated with retrieving rain

using microwave radiative transfer models is

exemplified over oceanic regions by the studies

of Heymsfield et al. (1996) and McGaughey and

Zipser (1996). They find from aircraft radar and

microwave radiometer observations that retriev-

als from current models that consider dense ice

particles perform poorly. Based on the Schols et

al. (1999) study, we infer that this is largely due

to improper specification of the nature of the ice

particles in the models. We may remark that the

spatial resolution of these aircraft instruments is

a few kilometers, which is much smaller com-

pared to that of the SSM/I. Crude spatial resolu-

tion of the satellite borne microwave radiometers

is often cited as the dominant reason for signifi-

cant errors in rain retrievals (e.g., Kummerow,

1998). However, we contend, based on the errors

in rain rate retrievals from SSM/I and aircraft

radiometer data, that spatial resolution is not the

only cause of such errors. The ability to discrimi-

nate the nature of ice hydrometeors is also an

important factor.

On land regions, rain retrieval from microwave

radiometer data is further complicated by vari-

able surface emissivity introduced by vegetation,

surface wetness, water bodies and terrain.

Conner and Petty (1998) indicate that the spec-
tral information contained in the SSM/I data over

land can explain only about 30% of the variance

present in the radar or the rain gauge observa-

tions over land. From the above discussion, we

conclude that because of the spatial inhomogene-

ities and the uncertainties in the nature of the

hydrometeors, radiative transfer models do not

succeed in retrieving rain rate over land. Thus, in

order to get good rain retrievals over land and

ocean, more information in addition to the

microwave radiometer spectral measurements is
needed.

In the studies of Prabhakara et al. (1998, 1999),

the rain area in a mesoseale geographic region

(- 2 ° lat x 3 ° Ion) deduced from the SSM/I data

is provided as additional information to estimate

the mesoscale area-average rain rate. Those

TMI Rain Rate Estimation 1



studiesindicatethattherain areain amesoscale
regionservesasamoreimportantfactorin
estimatingarea-averagerain ratethanthespec-
tral informationgivenby theSSM/Idata.This
mesoscalearea-averagerain retrievalapproachis
widely usedandhasits basisin theAreaTime
Integralconceptsof Doneaudet al. (1984)and
Lopezetal. (1989).A usefulinferencefrom
thesestudiesis thattheatmosphericdynamics
thatleadto thetotal volumeof rain in amesos-
caleregionarecoupledto therain areain that
region.

Utilizing a similar conceptualframework,in the
presentstudywewill attemptto usethespatial,
andthespectral,informationgivenby theTMI
radiometerdatato discriminatebetweenconvec-
tive andstratiformrain ona thunderstormscale,
andtherebyimproverainretrievalcapability.
TheTMI radiometeris similar to theSSM/I,
exceptthat it hastwo additionalspectralchan-
nels(vertical andhorizontalpolarization)at 10
GHz.Furthermore,becauseof theloweraltitude
of theTRMM satellite,the spatialresolutionof
theTMI radiometeris abouttWOtimesfiner
comparedto SSM/I. This finer resolution,in
conjunctionwith thespectralinformation,offers
anopportunityto discriminateconvectiverain
from stratiformrain.

Wemayremarkthatthevertical resolving
capabilityof theradargivesit a distinctadvan-
tageoverthepassivemicrowaveradiometer.
Furthermore,radarbackscattermeasurements
havead6dependenceon theraindropdiameter
(Battan,1973),while radiometerobservations
tendto haveaboutad3dependence(e.g.,Olson,
1996).Both of thesepropertiesof theradarhelp
it to isolatetherain layerandto getamore
robustestimateof rainrate.However,it maybe
remarkedthatrain rateestimatesbasedon radar
dataarelinked to therain dropsizedistribution
(DSD).

Thereis adifferencein DSDbetweenconvective
andstratiformrain.TokayandShort(1996)

showwith disdrometerdatathatthemoderadius
of theDSD for agivenrainrate in stratiformrain
is larger.Thisdifference,if it is not accounted
for, could leadto anoverestimationof strafiform
rain rateby abouta factorof two. However,
differencein DSDassociatedwith convective
andstratiformraincanbeinferredwith thehelp
of horizontalinhomogeneityin rain rate(Steiner
et al., 1995).Fromsuchinference,errorsin rain
rateestimationcanbeminimized.In additionto
thisproblem,therecouldbeothertemporal
variabilitiesin DSD.Probableerror in rain rate
dueto suchDSDvariability is estimatedto be
within ~ 50%.Thiserrorestimateis basedon
simulationsof radarback-scatterusing
disdrometerobservedDSD(R. Meneghini,
personalcommunication).Becauseof thesenon-
negligibleerrors,radarrainratesarecalibrated
with respectto surfacerain gauges.An example

of such calibration is that performed over Japan

with the Automatic Meteorological Data Acqui-

sition System (e.g., Oki et al., 1997).

Unlike radar observations, spectral information

from measurements made by microwave radiom-

eters have poor vertical resolution and ability to

discriminate stratiform versus convective rain.

Therefore, as shown in the study of Heymsfield

et al. (1996), there are much larger errors associ-

ated with rain rates retrieved using radiometer

spectral data. For these reasons, until better

ground truth is available, we will use the RMM

Precipitation Radar (PR) rain estimates as a basis

to develop our TMI rain retrieval method. When

better ground truth is available, this TMI algo-

rithm can be readily tuned with the help of such

information.

In the TRMM mission, the TMI measurements

cover a swath width of 760 km. On the other

hand, PR measurements cover only the 220 krn

central portion of the TMI swath (Simpson et al.,

1996). This much larger scanning capability of

the TMI could be exploited to give more tempo-

ral and spatial coverage of rain information over

land and ocean regions.
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2. MODEL TO RETRIEVE RAIN

RATE MAPS WITH CONVECTIVE

AND STRATIFORM

DISCRIMINATION BASED ON TMI

DATA

Studies of Houze and B etts (1981) and Houze

(1993, 1997) show that in Mesoscale Convective

Systems (MCSs) there are thunderstorms or

cumulonimbus clouds (Cbs) in different stages

of growth. A Cb may contain a single cloud cell

or multiple cloud cells. The scale of these Cbs

may vary somewhat, but on average it is about

20 km. In a gross fashion, a given Cb may be

categorized as young, mature, or decaying

according to its age. The young Cbs have cloud

cells with moderate to strong vertical motions of

several ms -_, in which rain drops grow primarily

through the coalescence mechanism. Because

these young Cbs have not grown deep into the

atmosphere, there are relatively small amounts of

ice particles in these Cbs. The mature Cbs have

strong vertical motions which reach high alti-

tudes and produce larger amounts of frozen rain

drops and graupel. Moderate and intense rain

rates reflect the strength of the narrow updrafts

in the young and mature Cbs, respectively. For

both the young and mature Cbs, the strength of
the vertical motions and the rain rate decrease

rapidly toward the Cb edge. On the contrary, in

the decaying Cbs the vertical motions are rela-

tively weak (~ 1-3 ms_), which allows sufficient

time for the growth of falling ice crystals by

Table 1. Updraft characteristics, hydrometeor growth mechanisms, and hy-

drometeor characteristics associated with young, mature, and decaying Cbs.

Updraft Hydrometeor Hydrometeor

Cb Type Characteristics Growth Mechanism Characteristics

Young

Mature

Decaying

Strong (> 3 ms" 1)

Narrow (- 1-3 km)

Limited in height to a
few km above

freezing level

Strong (> 3 ms-1)

Narrow (- 1-3 km)

Extend to heights
well above

freezing level

Weak (~ 1-3 ms -1)

Broad (> 5 km)

Generally above the

freezing level

Collision and coalescence

Collision and coalescence

Vapor deposition

and aggregation

of ice particles

Small amounts of

dense frozen rain drops

and graupel

Convective rain

Large amounts of

dense frozen rain drops

and graupel

Convective rain

Large amounts of

ice aggregates (snow)

Stratiform rain
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depositionof watervapor.In turn,theseice
crystalsform ice aggregatesbeforeenteringthe
melting layer,andthenmelt to form rain below
this layer.This typeof rain is stratiformin nature
andrelativelyweak,but ismorehomogeneousin
agivenarea.In this study,wewill takeadvan-
tageof this simpleclouddynamicsandmicro-
physicsbackground,assummarizedin table1,to
helpusdevelopamicrowaveradiometerrain
retrievalschemethatcan takeintoaccountthe
natureof convectiveandstratiformrain.

In figure 1a,a mapof arain eventoverthe
SoutheastUnitedStateson5 June1998is de-
pictedusingtheTMI T85horizontalpolarization
data.Thehorizontalpolarizationispreferred
becauseof thesurfaceemissivityeffect,which
givesit a largerdynamicrangeover landand
oceancomparedto theverticalpolarizationdata.
Weemphasizethe85GHz TMI datain this
studybecause,of all thechannelsof thisradiom-
eter,the 85GHz channelhasthefinestspatial
resolutionandthehighestextinctionto iceand
liquid hydrometeors.In particular,thescattering
of microwaveradiation,whichaccordingto
radiativetransfertheoryresultsin adepressionin
the85GHz data,is stronglyrelatedto cloudice
content(Wu andWeinman,1984).Therain rate
mapdeducedfrom thePRdatafor thesametime
period (within 2 min) is shownin figure lb.
Thesemapsrepresentthe 220km centralportion
of theTMI swath.

The PRrain-ratemapshownin figure lb hasa
charactersimilar to rain mapsderivedfrom
conventionalradars(seefor exampleHouze,
1993).In particular,thestriking contrastbetween
heavyrainrate in convectivecellsandweakrain
ratepresentin theextensivestratiformregionis
faithfully reproducedin thePRdata.Thecom-
monly observedlog-normaltypeof frequency
distributionof rain rate(JonesandSims,1978)is
alsorevealedby thePRrain rates.This fre-
quencydistributionis illustratedin figure lc
usingthePRrain ratesdisplayedin figure lb.
Thesepropertiesof thePRdatareinforcetheir
credibility.

Fromthemapof PRrainrateshownin figure lb,
wediscernthatthereis asqualllinecomposedof
severalintenseCbs.Furthermore,thereare
severalotherweakerCbs.Someof theseweaker
Cbsarepresentin theextensivestratiformregion.
By comparingthePRrain-ratemapwith themap
of T85,wenoticetherearelocalminimain T85
(T85._,),whichcorrespondto thelocationof rain
maximain thePRrain map.Theserain maxima
representthethunderstormsorCbs.We maypoint
out thata localminimumin T85canbedefinedin
theTMI datawith respectto thebrightness
temperaturevaluesof its four neighboringfoot-
printsgivenby theTMI conicalscans,asshown
in figure2.Apparently,T85,_,canbeproduced
by denseiceparticlesthatcanstronglyscatter
microwaveradiationin thenarrowconvective
cells; or theycanbeproducedby frozenand
melting iceaggregatesthatcanweaklyscatter
microwaveradiationoverabroaderarea.Wenote
from figure 1athatwecannotidentify thethree
differenttypesof Cbsbasedsimplyon themagni-
tudeof T85_,. In orderto dosuchidentification,
weneedto infer thespatialstructureof the
hydrometeorsin theCb.Thisstructurecanbe
assessedfrom themeanof theabsolutevaluesof
thespatialgradients,i.e., IdT85/drl, within each
Cb.Here,r representsthedistancebetweena
point in the Cb and the location of T85_,. This

IdT85/drl is determined utilizing the four neigh-

boring footprint values as illustrated in figure 2,

and it is analagous to the Laplacian (Vet85) with

an additional condition that the T85 at the center

point is a minimum.

Given the information T85,_, and IdT85/drl, we

have developed, using PR rain rate as a guide, the

following simple conceptual model to identify

young, mature, and decaying Cbs. First, because

of narrow and relatively strong updrafts in the

cloud cells of young and mature Cbs that contain

dense ice hydrometeors, the mean gradient

around T85_,, IdT85/drl, is large compared to

that in the decaying Cbs. This gives us a criterion

to separate decaying Cbs from convectively

active young and mature Cbs. Second, as a result

of larger amounts of frozen rain drops and grau

4 TMI Rain Rate Estimation
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Figure 1. Data pertaining to a Mesoscale Convection System over the Southeast U.S. on 5 June 1998.

a) Map of 85 GHz brightness temperature, "1"85(K), deduced from TMI.

b) Map of TRMM Precipitation Radar rain rate RpR (mmhr_).

c) Frequency distribution of rain rate for this event deduced from PR data.

d) Map of minima of T85 for this rain event indicating location of different types of thunderstorms--

young (Y), mature (M) and decaying (D). The numbers shown on the left and right of the symbols Y,

M, and D indicate the magnitude of Id T85/drl and T85m_..
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I 4

0 2

When TO< T1, T2 , T3 and T4

Then Tmin= TO

d__=A(T I*T 2)*B(T 3*T4) - 4T0
dr 4

Figure 2. Illustration of the method to determine
the location of T85 minimum (T85min) and the

mean spatial gradient Id T85/drl around this
minimum. The solid curves represent the conical

scan of the TMI radiometer, and the circles repre-

sent the footprints. Along the scan, the separation

between footprints is about 4.6 km, while the

separation between scans is about 13.9 km. In the
illustration, the coefficients A and B correspond to

appropriate weighting factors.

pel, we expect mature Cbs to have magnitudes of

T85,_ nthat are small in comparison to those

found in young Cbs. Thus, by comparing the T85

minima, the young and mature Cbs can be

separated. In order to illustrate the correspon-

dence between the Cbs indicated by the PR and

the T85 data respectively shown in figures 1a

and lb, a map of the locations ofT85r_ n for the

rain event of 5 June 1998 is shown in figure ld.

The magnitudes of T85_n and IdT85/drl for each

Cb are also shown in this figure. The criteria

chosen in our model to discriminate the young,

mature, and decaying Cbs are presented in

table 2. These criteria, although subjective, are

commensurate with models of radiative transfer

that consider dense and less dense ice particles.

The magnitudes of T85_n and IdT85/drlgiven in

table 2 were determined by examining the spatial

patterns of T85 and the rain rates given by the

PR for several rain events on land and ocean

areas Within 350 N and 35 ° S.

In the present rain retrieval model, in order to
blend the stratiform and convective rain rates in

a smooth fashion, a weak background rain rate

R s is assigned to all the areas where T85 is less

than 260K. This background rain rate accounts
for the stratiform rain in the areas where Cbs are

absent. A linear relationship between rain rate

Table 2. Criteria to discriminate young, mature, and decaying Cbs.

Cb Type

Young

Mature

Decaying

85 GItz Minimum

255 K > T85min > 210 K

T85min < 210 K

255 K > T85min

85 GHz Mean Gradient

Id T85/drl > I Kkm -1

Id T85/drl > 1 Kkm -1

0 Kkm-1 < Id T85/drl < 1 Kkm-1

6 TMI Rain Rate Estimation



andT85is usedto estimatethisbackgroundrain
rate.This relationshipis givenby theequation

Rs = (260- T85){dRpR/dT85}, (1)

whereRpRstandsfor rain rateobservedby the
PrecipitationRadar.Basedonobservations,the
sensitivityfactordRpR/dT85is setequalto 0.12.

In ourmodel,therainrate in eachCb is superim-
posedon thebackgroundrainrateRs.EachCb is
assumedto haveacircularareawith aradiusof
10km,with its centercoincidingwith the loca-
tion of thepixel that hastheminimumvalue
T85_n.WedeterminetheCb typeasdescribed
earlier(seetable2).Thenbasedon thetype,we
estimatethemeanrain ratein a Cbusingoneof
thefollowing threelinearrelationships:

YoungCbs:

RY= F10[(255-T85_n){dRpr/dT85m_n}v](2a)

MatureCbs:

RM= F_0[(255- 210){dRpr/dT85,_n}y+

(210- T85r_n){dRpr/dT85_n}M] (2b)

Decaying Cbs:

Ro = F10[(255- T85_,){dRp,/dT85mn}D]. (2c)

where R v, R M, and P"Dstand for mean rain rates

of young, mature and decaying Cbs, respectively.

This rain rate is superimposed on R s to get total

rain rate in each Cb. In equations 2a and 2b,

corresponding to the convectively active young

and mature Cbs, the sensitivity factors

(dff, pR/dT85n_n) ¥ and(dPxpa/dT85min) M are used,

where RpR represents the radar derived mean rain

rate over the area of a Cb. As shown in equation

2c, another sensitivity factor (dRpg/dT85_n)o is

used for the decaying Cbs. These sensitivity

factors are optimized with the help of the TMI

and PR observations of a small sample of MCS

cases. Over the ocean, the term F_o is set to vary

linearly between 0.0 and 1.0 as the 10 GHz

brightness temperature varies between 100 and

200 K, respectively. This can be expressed as

0.0 T10 < 100KF_0= (T10-loo)/IOO looK _<Zl0 < 2OOK (2d)

_1.0 T10 > 2OOK

From equation 2d, F_o is assigned a value of 1.0

over land regions, since T10 is greater than
200 K. Rain rate where T85 is at and above

260 K is assumed to be zero. We may note that

in the present study the polarization in the 85

GHz, i.e., P85, is used to discriminate open

ocean and wet surfaces on land from precipitat-

ing clouds where T85 is less than 260 K. A value

of P85 greater than 15 K is used to screen out

these surfaces. In table 3, we are presenting the

magnitude of (dR.pR/dT85_) for all Cb types.

As already indicated, the present rain retrieval
model based on TMI data can estimate the mean

rain rate in the Cbs on a scale of 20 km. In order

to obtain the pattern of rain rate R everywhere in

an MCS, including inside the Cbs, we use a

simple interpolation procedure. As an example,

we show below the interpolation equation appli-

cable to young Cbs:

R = R s + [R v - {Rv/(T85M, x - T8---5)}(T85- T8--'5)]. (3)

Similar equations are applied to the mature and

decaying Cbs. Here, T85 stands for the 85 GHz

brightness temperature at any given point in a

Cb, and T85M_, and T85 stand for the maximum

and mean values of T85 in that Cb. Utilizing

equations 1, 2 and 3, in the present method we

have derived the rain rate R everywhere in an

MCS where T85 is less than 260 K.

m

The relationship between T85m_, and RpR is not

necessarily linear. For simplicity, in equations

2a, 2b, and 2c, we have adopted a line_ar approxi-

mation. Because of this reason, the dRpR/dT85,_ .

values shown in table 3 have been optimized

with a tuning procedure. This tuning procedure

is discussed in the following section.

TMI Rain Rate Estimation 7



Table3.Sensitivityof T85minto theCbmeanrainrateRpR
applicableto tropicallandandoceanregions.

SensitivityFactors

Cb Type 85 GHz Minimum dReR/dT85mi n

Young 255 K > T85min > 210 K 0.25 mmhr-lK -1

Mature T85min < 210 K 0.35 mmhr-lK-1

Decaying 255 K > T85min 0.12 mmhr-lK-I

3. TUNING PROCEDURE FOR THE

RAIN RETRIEVAL MODEL

For the purpose of optimization or tuning, we

use a dependent sample of six rain events on

land, and another sample of six rain events on

ocean. For land, details pertaining to these events

are listed in tables 4a and 4b. For ocean, these

details are listed in tables 5a and 5b.

In the initial stage of the tuning procedure,

preliminary estimates of the sensitivity factors

needed in the retrieval algorithm are deduced as

follows. For a given rain event, we identify the

positions and the categories of Cbs with the help

of T85,_, and IdT85/drl • Then, for each Cb in

that event, we compute Rr,R from the PR data. A

similar procedure is applied to the remaining rain

events, and a data set consisting of Cbs and their

corresponding values of P"PRis developed. From

this data set, we isolate one subset consisting of

young Cbs. For that one subset, we determine a

best linear fit between T85_, and Rp_. The slope

of this linear fit for that Cb category gives us a

preliminary estimate of the sensitivity factor

{dP-,pR/dT85,,i,}y. In an analagous fashion, from

the mature and decaying data subsets we deter-

mine preliminary valuesof the sensitivity factors

{dRpR/dT85,,i, }Mand {dRpR/dT85mi . }D applicable

to mature and decaying Cbs, respectively.

As stated earlier, the relationship between T85_,

and rain rate is not necessarily a linear function.

For this reason, the first guess or preliminary

estimates of the sensitivity factors are iteratively

refined until a desired accuracy of the algorithm

is reached. In this iterative procedure, these

estimates of the sensitivity factors are used along

with equations 1, 2, and 3, to retrieve rain rates

R over an area of about 2 ° x 30 (lat x Ion) for all

rain events. Note that the 2°x 3 ° area is represen-

tative of the mesoscale region covered bythe

220 km scan width of the PR. Utilizing the

values of R in the 2 ° x 3° region that overlap with

the PR scan area, the following seven quantities

are calculated for each rain event:

• f_, fn, and fta---quantities directly related to

frequency of rain rate in three intervals, I) 1-10

mmhr _, 1I) 10-20 mmhr _, and lII) greater than

or equal to 20 mmhr _. These three quantities are

simply the fractional rain areas corresponding to

these three rain intervals:

• (R)v (R)a, and (R)n:--mean rate rates in the

three intervals;

• (R)A--area-average rain rate in the overlap

area of the 2 ° x 3 ° region.

To improve the first guess of the sentivity fac-

to__rs,the mea._ns of each of the seven quantities

(R)_, (R) u, (R)n,, f_, f_, and W, and (R)A are

computed from the dependent sample of six rain

events separately for the land and ocean MCS

8 TMI Rain Rate Estimation



Table 4a. Land---dependent and independent MCS events and the associated fractional rain area statistics.

The fractional rain area is calculated for each of the following rain rate intervals: I) 1-10 mmhr _, II) 10-20

mmhr _, and III) greater than or equal to 20 mmhrL

Dependent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon ti [qPR flTMI fll f1IpR f_ITM I fIH fllIpR flIITM I

156/98 32.8 -92.0 0.21 0.19 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.00

169/98 26.9 115.7 0.57 0.51 0.35 0.04 0.03 0.25 0.02 0.01 0.00

180/98 32.8 160.0 0.27 0.28 0.11 0.04 0.06 0.21 0.02 0.04 0.00

201/98 28.9 116.0 0.29 0.25 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.01 0.00

271/98 31.5 -87.0 0.76 0.72 0.48 0.06 0.I0 0.35 0.02 0.03 0.00

362/98 -26.7 -58.0 0.70 0.52 0.06 0.18 0.16 0.86 0.08 0.12 0.03

MEAN 0.47 0.41 0.19 0.06 0.07 0.33 0.03 0.04 0.01

Independent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon in flpR flTM I fll flIpR EnTMI fill fnlpR EIIITM 1

146/98 35.0 -89.5 0.48 0.38 0.17 0.06 0.11 0.37 0.04 0.08 0.0

156/98 35.0 -89.1 0.62 0.47 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.56 0.06 0.09 0.02

159/98 12.5 -1.4 0.34 0.17 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.24 0.03 0.02 0.0

160/98 4.4 -66.2 0.45 0.47 0.39 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0

162/98 33.0 -99.5 0.29 0.19 0.15 0.08 0.02 0.19 0.06 0.09 0.06

162/98 31.7 115.6 0.36 0.31 0.25 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0

171/98 25.8 115.0 0.22 0.19 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.0

186/98 24.0 81.5 0.44 0.49 0.18 0.06 0.06 0.31 0.03 0.03 0.0

19/99 -17.9 29.8 0.32 0.40 0.19 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.02 0.0

44/99 -17.2 127.5 0.43 0.28 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.31 0.06 0.04 0.01

MEAN 0.4O 0.34 0.18 0.05 0.05 0.22 0.03 0.04 0.01
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Table41>.Land---dependentandindependentMCSeventsandtheassociatedmesoscale-meanrainstatistics.
Themeanrainrateiscalculatedfor eachofthefollowingrainrateintervals:131-10 mmhr_,II) 10-20
mmhr_,andII13greaterthanorequalto 20mmhr1.

Dependent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon (R)]II (RpR)IU (RTMI)II I (R) A (RpR) A (RrMI) A

156/98 32.8 -92.0 31.3 32.0 0.0 1.7 1.9 2.0

169/98 26.9 115.7 33.4 30.0 0.0 2.9 2.3 5.1

180/98 32.8 160.0 30.3 30.5 0.0 2.1 3.1 3.0

201/98 28.9 116.0 32.8 25.1 0.0 2.1 1.1 2.6

271/98 31.5 -87.0 29.3 27.0 0.0 3.6 5.1 7.1

362/98 -26.7 -58.0 42.1 45.2 20.9 10.1 9.9 12.1

MEAN 33.2 31.6 3.2 3.8 3.9 5.3

Independent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon (R)lll (RpR)II l (RTMI)I, I (R)A (RpR)A (RTM,)A

146/98 35.0 -89.5 39.4 38.2 0.0 4.4 6.3 5.6

156/98 35.0 -89.1 40.2 44.2 25.5 6.8 7.7 8.4

159/98 12.5 -1.4 37.3 30.5 20.0 3.2 1.4 3.2

160/98 4.4 -66.2 26.0 32.3 0.0 1.5 1.7 2.8

162/98 33.0 -99.5 61.6 75.1 20.8 5.7 7.8 4.8

162/98 31.7 115.6 24.8 21.5 0.0 1.2 .7 2.0

171/98 25.8 115.0 35.7 34.9 0.0 1.3 1.1 1.2

186/98 24.0 81.5 33.3 28.4 0.0 3.4 3.4 4.8

19/99 -17.9 29.8 36.8 28.8 20.0 2.4 2.0 2.6

44/99 -17.2 127.5 42.3 32.8 20.5 5.0 3.0 5.2

MEAN 37.7 36.7 10.7 3_ 3.5 4.1
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Table 5a. Ocean---dependent and independent MCS events and the associated fractional rain area statistics.

The fractional rain area is calculated for each of the following rain rate intervals: I) 1-10 mmhr _, IT) 10-20

mmhr I, and III) greater than or equal to 20mmhrh

Dependent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon tl flPR f_TMI fn flIpR EHTM 1 flII _qIIpR fnlTM I

159/98 -9.5 85.0 0.33 0.44 0.46 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.01 0.00 0.01

162/98 13.6 -105.2 0.41 0.39 0.51 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03

314/98 5.5 147.2 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.06 0.08 0.35 0.04 0.03 0.06

7/99 4.5 156.0 0.45 0.46 0.55 0.04 0.03 0.14 0.01 0.01 0.03

24/99 6.0 148.5 0.64 0.65 0.43 0.08 0.06 0.38 0.05 0.05 0.08

70/99 -25.2 54.0 0.59 0.58 0.54 0.02 0.02 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.01

MEAN 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.04 0.04 0.22 0.02 0.02 0.04

Independent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon 1a flpR flTM I flI f_lpR EIITMI fln [qHpR flIITM1

154/98 6.3 -13.0 0.59 0.47 0.64 0.02 0.04 0.25 0.01 0.02 0.01

158/98 21.0 118.2 0.38 0.28 0.48 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02

184/98 3.9 -91.8 0.47 0.45 0.56 0.04 0.06 0.15 0.03 0.03 0.05

244/98 26.1 -90.6 0.45 0.40 0.59 0.04 0.06 0.14 0.02 0.02 0.04

269/98 8.5 -129.8 0.41 0.36 0.46 0.03 0.03 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.01

335/98 1.0 147.0 0.31 0.24 0.34 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01

63/99 -0.4 -36.0 0.55 0.36 0.45 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.02 0.02 0.03

65/99 -14.4 102.4 0.71 0.64 0.62 0.06 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.12

68/99 -27.0 -29.6 0.38 0.27 0.47 0.06 0.05 0.13 0.03 0.04 0.06

73/99 -25.9 168.8 0.59 0.47 0.54 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.02

MEAN 0.48 0.39 0.52 0.03 0.04 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.04
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Table5b.Ocean----dependentandindependentMCSeventsandtheassociatedmesoscale-meanrainstatistics.
Themeanrainrateiscalculatedfor eachofthefollowingrainrateintervals:I) 1-10mmhr1,II) 10-20
mmhr-t,andIII) greaterthanorequalto 20mmhrI.

Dependent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon (R} m (RpR) m (RTM,) m (R) A (RpR) A (RTMI) A

159/98 -9.5 85.0 21.8 20.0 24.5 1.5 1.6 4.2

162/98 13.6 -105.2 30.2 28.5 26.9 1.9 1.5 3.3

314/98 5.5 147.2 30.5 28.6 25.1 4.2 4.4 8.3

7/99 4.5 156.0 28.2 32.4 22.7 2.3 2.4 4.5

24/99 6.0 148.5 33.0 33.0 25.4 5.3 5.1 9.6

70/99 -25.2 54.0 20.3 21.2 24.6 2.3 1.9 4.9

MEAN 27.3 27.3 24.9 2.9 2.8 5.7

Independent Cases

Day/Yr Lat Lon (R) m (RpR)I, 1 (RTM,) m (R)A (RpR)A (RrM,)A

154/98 6.3 -13.0 29.3 29.4 25.3 2.0 2.5 5.7

158/98 21.0 118.2 32.5 37.9 25.8 1.5 1.6 2.2

184/98 3.9 -91.8 34.4 29.5 31.1 3.3 3.2 6.0

244/98 26.1 -90.6 30.8 30.4 27.3 2.6 2.8 5.1

269/98 8.5 -129.8 22.3 22.9 21.8 1.7 1.6 3.6

335/98 1.0 147.0 28.8 37.4 23.9 1.2 1.0 1.7

63/99 -0.4 -36.0 30.3 25.2 26.2 3.4 2.7 4.7

65/99 -14.4 102.4 40.6 44.2 40.1 4.9 4.9 8.7

68/99 -27.0 -29.6 29.4 35.0 24.9 3.2 3.0 5.0

73/99 -25.9 168.8 37.5 28.3 28.8 1.9 1.6 2.6

MEAN 31.6 32.0 27.5 2.6 2.5 4.5
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cases.Thesemeans,denotedas(R)v(R)n,(R)m,
_, _, _-m,and(R")a,arecomparedwith those
givenby thePR.Basedon thiscomparison,
adjustmentsaremadeto the sensitivityfactors
until (R)_,(R)n,(R"-}m, P, _, and _, and (R'-)A

given by the radiometer and the radar converge

to within about 15%.

In order to estimate to within 15% the seven

interdependent quantities (R)v (R)n, (R)m, f_, fa,

fro, and (R)A, we have used five parmameters: the

three sensitivity factors given in equation 2, and

the values of T85,_ n and IdT85/drl that discrimi-

nate the young, mature, and decaying Cbs. We

have adusted these parameters suitably to meet

this desired goal.

In order to demonstrate the ability of the optimi-

zation procedure over land, in figures 3a, 3b, and

3c we are presenting maps of rain rate Rpg, RTMI,

and R for one dependent case--the rain event

over Northern Argentina and Paraguay on

28 December 1998 found in table 4a. Here, the

rain rates RpR are R_ are the Version 4 official

products of the TRMM project derived respec-

tively from Precipitation Radar and the micro-

wave radiometer TMI. In this study, these rain

rates are refered to as TRMM Standard Rain

Rates. These maps can be compared to appreci-

ate the merits of the present method. For further

evaluation of the rain rate information given by

these three maps, in figures 4a, 4b, and 4c we

give the frequency distribution, i.e., f_, 1a_, fro, of

rain rate for RpR, Ra-Mt, and R, respectively. By

comparing the spatial and frequency distribu-

tions deduced from RpR (figures 3a and 4a) with

those of R_ (figures 3b and 4b), we find repre-
sentation of stratiform and convective rain on

land is not realistic in the TRMM Standard Rain

Rate deduced from the microwave radiometer.

On the other hand, similar information derived

from R, as shown in figures 3c and 4c, compare

better with that given by radar (figs. 3a and 4a).

To demonstrate the ability of the optimization

procedure over ocean, in figures 5a, 5b, and 5c

we are presenting maps of rain rate Rpg, RaMI,

and R for one dependent case--the 24 January

1999 rain event--that took place over the Equa-

torial Western Pacific (see table 5a). The fre-

quency distributions f_, fn, and fm of rain rate

given by RpR, RTMI, and R are shown in Figures

6a, 6b, and 6c. By comparing the spatial and

frequency distributions deduced from Rpg (fig-

ures 5a and 6a) with those of RrM I (figures 5b

and 6b), we find for this ocean case there is also

poor agreement in the frequency distributions.

Thus, stratiform and convective rain over ocean

deduced by the TRMM Standard Rain Rate RTM_

does not compare well with that of the PR. The

spatial and frequency distributions of rain rate

derived using our algorithm, as shown in figures

5c and 6c, for this ocean case compare better

with those given by radar (figures 5a and 6a).

From these comparisons, we show for land and

ocean regions that the rain rate R retrieved from

our algorithm represents the information given

by the PR significantly better than Rrr,_.

The composite results, obtained from the six

dependent MCS cases separately over land and

ocean, shown in tables 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b, reveal

the ability of our method to reproduce the fre-

quency distributions and the mesoscale-mean

rain rates of the PR to within about 15%. This is

achieved because of the ability of our method to

discriminate convective rain from stratiform

rain. However, since this sample of rain events is

used in the tuning procedure, we have to demon-

strate the applicability of this method with an

independent set of rain events.
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Figure 3. Maps of rain rate corresponding to a rain event that occurred over Northern A_entina and

Paraguay on 28 December 1998.

a) PR rain rate, R_a (mmlar").

b) TRMM Standard Rain Rate. R_I (mmhr"), deduced from the microwave radiometer.

c) Rain rate, R (mmhr'_), retrieved from our algorithm.
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Figure 4. Frequency distributions of rain rate corresponding to the rain event depicted in figures 3a, 3b,
and 3c.

a) PR rain rate, RpR (mmhr_).

b) TRMM Standard Rain Rate, Rrv a (mmhrl), deduced from the microwave radiometer.
e) Rain rate, R (mmhrt), retrieved from our algorithm.
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Figure 5. Maps of rain rate corresponding to a rain event that occurred over the Western Equatorial

Pacific on 24 January 1999.

a) PR rain rate, RpR (mmhr').
b) TRMM Standard Rain Rate, Rr_ , (mmhr4), deduced from the microwave radiometer.

c) Rain rate, R (mmhr-'), retrieved from our algorithm.
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Figure 6. Frequency distributions of rain rate corresponding to the rain event depicted in figures 5a,
5b, and 5c.

a) PR rain rate, RpR (mmhr-l).

b) TRMM Standard Rain Rate, RaM_(mmhr]), deduced from the microwave radiometer.

c) Rain rate, R (mmhr]), retrieved from our algorithm.
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4. APPLICATION TO

INDEPENDENT CASES

In order to show the general applicability of our

algorithm, we have retrieved rain rates, R, for 10

independent cases over land, and the same

number of cases over ocean. Also, the TRMM

Standard Rain Rates RpR and R_, have been

assembled for these cases. The relevant details

pertaining to these events are listed in tables 4a

and 4b for land, and in tables 5a and 5b for

ocean.

In figure 7a, we compare the mesoscale area-

average rain rates (R) A and (Rp_) A for the 10 rain

events over land. In the same figure, we also

compare the mesoscale area-average rain rates

given by (RTMI) A with (RpR)A. A similar scatterplot

for the 10 rain events over ocean is given in

figure 7b. From figures 7a and 7b, we find the

area-average rain rates (R) A and (Ra_) A correlate

well with those given by PR. This comparison is

not adequate to reveal the improvements in rain

retrievals resulting from our algorithm.

The relative merits of our retrieval algorithm can

be assessed by comparing the frequency distribu-

tion of rain rate. This comparison is done in a

gross fashion in this study by considering fre-

quency of rain rate in three intervals 1-10, 10-20

and greater than 20 mmhr _ as discussed in the

earlier section. The frequency of rain rate in

these three intervals deduced from R agrees well

with that given by the PR. On the contrary, the

frequency distribution given by RrM_ shows a

poor agreement. We present this information in

tables 4a and 4b and tables 5a and 5b for the

independent cases of land and ocean, respec-

tively. Also in tables 4b and 5b, we present a

comparison of ('R)III, ('_I)m, and ('_PR)III"

However, such a comparison of mean rain rates

in the intervals I and II is not done since these

mean rain rates are strongly dependent on the

rain rate limits of the intervals. This limitation

does not apply to interval 111.

In tables 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b, we find, on the

average for the 10 independent cases separately

over land and ocean, that the frequency of rain

rates in the three intervals 1-10, 10-20, and

greater than 20 mmhr 1 differ by about 15% with

respect to those of the PR. In addition, the

co_e_.._.Eonding (R__...2)A and (R)n 1agree to within 5%

of (RpR)A and (RpR)III. Similar statistics based on

R_ show a poor agreement with those of the

PR. Based on these results, we contend that the

algorithm developed here is capable of produc-

ing, for an independent sample of rain events,

the area-average rain rate as well as the fre-

quency distribution of rain over the area that is in

fair agreement with that given by the radar.

The partitioning of convectively active thunder-

storms, i.e., young and mature Cbs, from those

that are decaying, is critical for the determination

of latent heat input into the atmosphere. In figure

8, for all the MCS rain events over land and

ocean, we show separately the frequency distri-

butions of these active and decaying Cbs as a

function of T85rmn. From this figure, we see that

the frequency distributions of the convectively

active Cbs, both on land and ocean, tend to peak

at a much colder T85_n than the decaying Cbs.

This vividly illustrates the stronger scattering

effect of the dense ice particles in the active Cbs

versus the less-dense ice aggregates in the

decaying Cbs. This simple analysis presented in

figure 8 lends support to the criterion IdT85/drl
used to classify the convectively active and

decaying Cbs (see table 2).
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Figure 7. a) Scatter plot of the mesoscale area-average rain rates (R)^ and

(RT_) Aversus (RpR)Afor the 10 rain events over land.
Corr. Coef. ((RpR)^ vs. (R)A) = 0.89

Corr. Coef. ((RpR)^VS. (ILr_)^) = 0.84

b) Scatter plot similar to figure 7a for the 10 rain events over ocean.

Corr. Coef. ((RpR)Avs. (R)^) = 0.97

Corr. Coef. ((RpR)AVS. (R-I-MI)A) = 0.96
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Multispectral, dual-polarization measurements

made by satellite-borne microwave radiometers

do not contain enough independent pieces of

information to derive the amount and the vertical

distribution of the liquid, mixed phase, and

frozen hydrometeors present in the atmosphere.

Without additional information, this leads to

uncertainties in radiative transfer modelling and

quantitative estimation of rain rate pertaining to

convective and stratiform rain. In Prabhakara et

al. (1998, 1999), the fractional rain area in a

mesoscale region derived from the microwave

radiometer is used as additional information to

derive mesoscale-average rain rate. The basis for

this broad relationship is contained in the dy-

namics of Mesoscale Convective Systems which

produces rain in that area. This method, based on

fractional rain area, does not identify stratiform

from convective rain areas.

In the last two decades, remote sensing of rain

with the help of satellite-borne microwave

radiometer observations has made significant

progress. At present, the spatial resolution of the

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)

Microwave Imager (TMI) radiometer (~ 5.5 km

at 85 GHz) has improved to the point that it can

readily reveal some detailed information on a

scale of thunderstorms, i.e., about 20 kin. This

capability is needed to retrieve convective rain.

In the present method, we utilize TMI radiometer

data, and the conceptual framework that thunder-

storm scale dynamics (~ 20 km) establishes a

relationship between the spatial distribution of

T85 and the existence of Cbs of different types:

young, mature, and decaying. An important

result of this study is that discrimination of

convectively active young and mature Cbs from

the stratiform or decaying Cbs can be done

objectively. Also, we take into consideration

radiative transfer properties associated with the

hydrometeors of these three different categories

of Cbs and infer relationships between the rain

rate in these Cbs and T85r_ n. Initially, the rain

rate observations made by the TRMM PR are

used to tune these relationships. This entire

procedure constitutes the basis for separation of
convective rain from stratiform rain.

Results produced from independent rain events

over land and ocean show a good consistency

between our method and the PR. As a conse-

quence of this capabilitiy, we can extend the rain

information given by the 220 km swath of radar

to the full 760 km swath of the TMI. Also, since

we are able to get a fair separation of the convec-

tive and the stratiform rain on a wider swath, it

could help to determine the latent heat input into

the atmosphere over a larger area and contribute

to improvements in the performance of general

circulation models. The method developed here

is computationally simple and fast, and can be

used as an effective tool to generate the climatol-

ogy of precipitation over the tropics.

We may bring to the attention of the reader some

inherent limitations in the present rain retrieval

method. We are assuming that all Cbs, regardless

of their type, have a scale of 20 km on the

average, and that they have a circular shape.

These assumptions may not be valid. The strong

updrafts in the Cbs may be tilted (e.g., Houze,

1993 figure 9.20c) as observed by dual-Doppler

radars. This leads to a given T85 minimum that

does not collocate with the actual center of the

Cb. The present algorithm has the ability to

retrieve rain in relatively warm cloud cells of

young Cbs that have sufficient vertical growth to

produce some ice. However, light rain associated

with boundary layer stratocumulous clouds in

the tropical regions will not be detected in our

algorithm. The actively developing and decaying

portions of a Cb that may be close together

(Houze, 1997) are not resolved in the present
method. These limitations will lead to some

errors in the retrieved rain rate. Improvement in

the spatial resolution of the microwave radiom-

eter, and better methods to identify different

kinds of hydrometeors, will be helpful in ad-

vancing the remote sensing capability.
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Thekeyaspectof thisanalysisis thatit recog-
nizestexturalinformationin spacecontainedin
thebrightnesstemperaturemeasurements.Based
on two parametersderivedfrom this texture
information,convectiveversusstratiformrain
discriminationis done.In two rain retrieval
studiesby Honget al. (1999)andOlsonetal.
(1999),sometexturalinformation is alsoused.
However,our applicationof thetextureinforma-
tion differswith respectto thesestudiesin three
significantways.First, theyusethis texture
informationto deriveconvective/stratiform
fractionona footprint scale,i.e.,theConvective/
StratiformIndex (CSI). In our method,the
textureinformationallowsusto determineon a
scaleof thunderstorms(- 20 kin) thepresenceof
activelygrowing convectiveCbsanddecaying
stratiformCbs,aswell asstratiformrain where
therearenoCbs.Second,in thestratiform
region,wecontendthatthe meltinglayer,to-
getherwith the ice-aggregatesabovethatlayer,
canproducecold brightnesstemperaturesin the
85GHz thatareaslow as200K. In thestudies
of Honget al. andOlsonet al., importanceis not
givento this melting layermechanismin esti-
matingCSI.Finally,our schemeis applicable
equallywell on landandocean,while thoseof
Honget al. andOlsonet al. arenot.Following
therain retrievalschemethatwehavedevel-
oped,wedonot find significantbiaseswith
respectto theradarrain observations.However,
Olsonet al. (1999)commentthatthetwo other
rainretrievalmethodsmentionedabovetendto
produceahighbias.
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APPENDIX

REDUNDANCY IN THE

MICROWAVE RADIOMETER DATA

The microwave radiative transfer formalism

neglecting mixed phase hydrometeors has been

developed in several studies (e.g., Wu and

Weinman, 1984; Kummerow et al., 1989; Smith

and Mugnai, 1992; and Prabhakara et al., 1995).

These simulations form the basis for the theoreti-

cal estimation of rain rate when mixed phase

hydrometeors are neglected. In these studies, the

ice hydrometeors are treated as dense solid

particles. The vertical profiles of the water and

ice hydrometeors in relation to the rain rate are

prescribed in some known fashion, and then the

brightness temperature in each channel of the
radiometer is simulated as a function of rain rate.

In the above simulations, mixed phase particles

applicable to stratiform rain were not included.

In a recent investigation, Schols et al. (1999)

presented a radiative transfer formalism that

simulates the brightness temperature in strati-

form rain events. Schols et al.'s calculations

include low-density ice aggregates (snow) above

the freezing level and the melting layer below

that level, which is composed of slowly descend-

ing particles. They show that the melting layer

enhances significantly the emission of micro-
wave radiation in all the channels of the radiom-

eter (19, 37, and 85 GHz). At the same time, they

indicate that for a given rain rate the scattering of

radiation in the 85 GHz channel by the low-

density snow particles present above the melting

layer is weaker than that due to solid ice par-
ticles.

Prabhakara et al., 1992), we cannot objectively

separate the information about rain from that of

the other hydrometeors. In order to demonstrate

the redundancy in the multichannel radiometer

measurements, we show in figures A1 a, A lb,

and A 1c, maps of the brightness temperatures in

the 10, 19, and 85 GHz horizontal polarization

channels over a region of the Western Pacific

Ocean for a rain event that occurred on 7 January

1999. A map of PR rain rate corresponding to

this event is shown in figure A 1d. From these

figures, we observe that the brightness tempera-

tures in the long-wavelength channels at 10 and

19 GHz show warming that corresponds to

heavy convective rain, as well as light stratiform

rain. In the case of the short wavelength 85 GHz

channel, both convective and stratiform rain

show a decrease in brightness due to scattering

in these same regions. Thus, the strong convec-

tive rain cannot be easily discriminated from the

weak stratiform rain with the help of 10, 19, and
85 GHz measurements.

To elucidate this redundancy more vividly, in

figure A2 we show a scatterplot of T10 versus
T85 deduced from several ocean rain events. The

T85 data presented in this figure have been

degraded to a resolution of about 35 km to

correspond to that of the 10 GHz data. The

negative correlation between these two data sets

is about 0.72. The negative correlation arises

because of scattering effects in 85 GHz, and

corresponding emission effects in 10 GHz. These

two channels represent the spectral extrema of

the TMI. The other long-wavelength channels of

this instrument at 19, 22, and 37 GHz bear

similar comparison to T85, which emphasizes

the redundancy in the spectral data.

In order to assess the amount and vertical distri-

bution of these hydrometeors, microwave radi-

ometers (SSM/I and TMI) are configured with

several spectral channels that differ significantly

in their ice and water extinction properties.

However, because of redundancy in the response

of these multispectral dual polarization channels

of the radiometer to various hydrometeors (e.g.,
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Figure A1. Maps of the data for a rain event of 7 January 1999 over the Western Tropical Pacific
Ocean near 5° N and 156 ° E.

a) TMI measured 10 GHz brightness temperature in the horizontal polarization.

b) TMI measured 19 GHz brightness temperature in the horizontal polarization.

¢) TMI measured 85 GHz brightness temperature in the horizontal polarization.

d) PR rain rate corresponding to this event.
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